The Gated Alley Program Pilot is a pilot program that provides homeowners adjacent to an alleyway, the opportunity to submit an application requesting both the relocation of solid waste services from the alley to curbside, and permission to install locked gates at the ends of the alley(s).

For additional information on the Gated Alley Program Pilot, contact gatedalley@phoenix.gov

City of Phoenix

GATED ALLEY PROGRAM PILOT

PROGRAM CRITERIA

- Primary applicant’s neighborhood organization must be listed and updated with the city of Phoenix Neighborhood Services Department. Verify your neighborhood organization information at Phoenix.gov/nsd/programs/neighborhood-coordination

- Properties in low-moderate income census tracts may be eligible for limited grant funds to cover the cost of installing the gates. Check to see if your alley is in a low/mod census tract at Phoenix.gov/nsdsite/Documents/lowmod-ct51.pdf

- Applicants must provide a completed petition signed by 50 percent plus one or more of all property owners abutting the alley.

- Applicants whose property is adjacent to the alley must conduct an alley clean-up prior to gate installation. The Public Works Department will assist with resources for the clean-up.

- Alley gates must remain locked when not in use.

- All public utilities will be provided 24-hour access. Access must be provided to utility companies and emergency response vehicles and no structures or improvements are allowed that impede access except for the view gates at the ends of the alley.